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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Philippines, we have 40 member schools and majority is in the region of Luzon.



ESD Rice Project 2014 

• UNESCO initiated a programme 
in partnership with the Asia-
Pacific Cultural Center for 
UNESCO (ACCU): the Regional 
Initiative for Cooperation for ESD 
Promotion through Rice (ESD 
Rice) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UNESCO initiated a programme in partnership with the Asia-Pacific Cultural Center for UNESCO (ACCU): the Regional Initiative for Cooperation for ESD Promotion through Rice (ESD Rice).Monitoring and evaluation workshop of the ESD-Rice Project facilitated by Miki Saito, Programme Specialist of Education Cooperation Department - Asia-Pacific Cultural Centre for UNESCO at Care Elementary School, the school is located in the northern part of Luzon



ESD Rice Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Care Elementary School students through its teachers taught their students on how to grow rice and make this a sustainable one. Elementary students were taught how to cook in their won culture and traditionas and most importantly, they use  rice in order to communicate and build camaraderie among other students and individuals in their community.



International Youth Day Celebration 2015 

• Launched a collection of poems,  
   photos, and visual artworks with  
 the theme  “We Are All Connected”. 

“what we do and do not do can affect  
not just the Philippines but the whole  
world.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the celebration of UNESCOInternational Youth Day and a drumbeat to one of UNESCO’s priority areas–Global Citizenship Education, the PH NatCom launched a collection of poems, photos and visual artworks with the theme: “We Are All Connected.” Merely, what we do and do not do can affect not just the Philippines but the whole world.



International Youth Day Celebration 2015 

• Compilation of selections from 
the call for submission launched 
in 2015.   

• Celebration highlights the 
recognition of the contributors 
to the book.  

• Sprang from the concepts under 
the Global Citizenship. 

• Emphasizing the advocacies of 
learning to leave together. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The poetry book is a compilation of selections from the call for submissions launched on 25 June 2015. The Philippines National Commission for UNESCO launched the book during the poetry and musical afternoon on 12 August 2015 at the Vargas Museum in the University of the Philippines-Diliman. The Celebration’s highlight is the recognition of the contributors to the book. Spoken word poetry and musical performances were featured during the Celebration as expressions of the creativity of Filipino youth. Poetry and music are epitomes of intangible cultural heritage and vehicles for bridging cultural diversity with which UNESCO has been constantly promoting. Inspirational messages were also delivered by representatives from partner organizations and institutions that share the advocacy of youth empowerment and engagement. The theme We Are All Connected sprang from the concepts under the umbrella of Global Citizenship; emphasizing the advocacies of learning to live together, breaking boundaries to attain peace and embracing diversity despite differences in ethnicity, cultural roots and traditions, religion and political beliefs.



International Youth Day Celebration 2015 
      Musical Performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Youth musical performance



International Youth Day Celebration 2016 
   Spoken word poetry and visual art  Spoken word poetry and visual art 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spoken word poetry and some of the contributors brought their entry during the event.



NATIONAL SUMMIT ON YOUTH  
IN ANTI-DOPING IN SPORTS  2015 

  

“Playing true is not just in sport, it’s also playing true in life.” - Gobinathan Nair 
Director General of Southeast Asia Regional Anti-Doping Organization (SEA 
RADO) delivers his message about the Code Implementation and Compliance of 
2015 Code (WADA) and SEA RADO’s Mission and Support to Member Countries. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Together with the South East Asia Center for Lifelong Learning for Sustainable Development (SEA-CLLSD) and the Philippine Sports Commission (PSC), the PH NatCom ran a National Anti-Doping Awareness and Commitment Campaign from April 2014 until March 2015. The year-long campaign included a national summit, an anti-doping sports education seminar, two conferences in the Visayas and Mindanao regions, and anti-doping essay and poster making contests for the youth. The events were attended by more than 500 participants with majority representing the youth sector. About 200 pledges of commitment were generated to create a sporting environment that is clean and conducive to fair play and healthy living. 



NATIONAL SUMMIT ON YOUTH  
IN ANTI-DOPING IN SPORTS 2015 

  



NATIONAL SUMMIT ON YOUTH  
IN ANTI-DOPING IN SPORTS 2015 

  



ASPnet General Assembly 2016 with an 
Introduction to SDG 

• Principals and ASPnet 
coordinators of schools attended 
this event.   

• It was also an opportunity for us 
to introduce UNESCO into this 
school representatives. 

• Also, to introduce the 17 
Sustainable Development Goals.   
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PH NatCom, held its general assembly in National capital region. Principals and ASPnet coordinators of the schools attended this event.  It was also an opportunity for us to give them a background about the 5 sectors of UNESCO and UNESCO’s ideals and priorities.  Also, we introduced to them brieftly the 17 Sustainable Development Goals



Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) 
Youth Leadership Training 2018 

• To empower youth leaders to 
inspire and mobilize other young 
people to engage in ESD 

• To build youth-led ESD-PH 
network for exchange of ideas 
and collaboration. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the Philippine National Commission for UNESCO (PH NatCom) held an ESD Leadership Training to empower youth leaders to inspire and mobilize other young people to engage in ESD. The leadership training worked towards introducing ESD in building more sustainable, just and resilient communities.  PH NatCom capacitated young ESD leaders in the Philippines so that they could lead their schools, organization and even their communities to engage in ESD, and we were able to built youth-led ESD-PH network for exchange of ideas and collaboration.this was the product of the ESD Leadership Training  held here in Bangkok which was organized by UNESCO Asia and the Pacific last November 2017.  My colleague who was one of the participants cascaded this idea to the Philippines for the very same reason to mobilize and capacitate other young people to address issues in their communities and committed to working with others to promote ESD.



Education for Sustainable Development Youth 
Leadership Training 2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These selected youth leaders, who are between 18 and 35 years of age, from youth leaders of the organization, representatives from the ASPnet schools and the UNESCO Clubs  participated to this training.



Seminar on Integrating Disaster Risk Reduction in 
Education for Teachers and ASPnet Schools in 

Tacloban City 2018 
 

 
• This seminar aimed to facilitate 

dialogue among relevant 
stakeholders – parents, teachers, 
students, community leaders 
and concerned government 
agencies – to develop a 
curriculum responsive to the 
needs of the community.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Philippines is one of the most natural hazard-prone countries in the world. In 2013, the typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda) that struck the country has left a catastrophic destruction. A total of 6,300 individuals were reported dead, 28, 688 injured and 1,062 are still missing.The PH NatCom in partnership with the Department of Education, through its Division of Tacloban City organized a workshop on integrating disaster risk reduction in school curriculum. Tacloban City was the city hardest hit during the devastation of Typhoon Yolanda.



Seminar on Integrating Disaster Risk Reduction in 
Education for Teachers and ASPnet Schools in 

Tacloban City2018 

 
 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This seminar aimed to facilitate dialogue among relevant stakeholders – parents, teachers, students, community leaders and concerned government agencies – to develop a curriculum responsive to the needs of the community.  Second part of this meeting, was the information drive for the school representatives about the UNESCO and also about ASPnet.  We invited them to be a member of the ASPnet schools.



9th Karunungan (Wisdom) Festival with the theme Facilitating Global 
Citizenship Education (GCEd) 

• Annual flagship project of the 
Social and Human Sciences 
Committee  of PH NatCom 

• Took a closer look at GCEd 
through the lens of the Filipino 
Teachers. 

• Topics:  Introduction to the 
Philosophy for Children 
movement, creating a pedagogy 
in PH classrooms and application 
of GCED. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is the annual flagship project of the Social and Human Sciences Committee of the PH NatCom.  The focus on GCED through the lens of the Filipino teachers. This festival was a combination of a Seminar and a series of short workshops on GCED on how it may be facilitated inside the social sciences classrooms both in the primary and the secondary levels. 



10th Karunungan (Wisdom) Festival with the theme Lifelong Learning and 
Ethics 

• The conference provided an 
opportunity for participants to 
discuss strategies for teaching 
and popularizing ethics in the 
Philippines and Southeast Asia. 

• Also, participants  explored the 
ethical dimensions of climate 
change and analyzed the nexus 
between ethics education and 
lifelong learning 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the one-day conference focused on ethics education within the framework of lifelong learning. The conference provided an opportunity for participants to discuss strategies for teaching and popularizing ethics in the Philippines and Southeast Asia. Participants also explored the ethical dimensions of climate change and analyzed the nexus between ethics education and lifelong learning.



Filipino Youth and Preventing Violent 
Extremism 2018 

They were able : 
• To understand the causes and implications of violent extremism 

among Filipino youth,  
• To explore how the internet is used as a platform for spreading 

extremist and radical ideas, and with a hope that they were able to 
identify the fake news and responsible on their own post in social 
media.  

• To discuss possible approaches for combating violent extremism; and 
actionable recommendations on how to engage youth in the 
prevention of violent extremism. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Philippines, mobile internet penetration amounts to 30 million individuals every year. We Are Social, a United Kingdom-based consultancy, reported that Filipinos spent an average of nine hours and 29 minutes a day on the Internet — making the country the top user of social media in 2017. A huge portion of these users are young people — so-called “digital natives” — who, due to their high exposure to internet, are most likely to be influenced by radical and violent propaganda.	The outcomes of the seminar-workshop were  they were able to understand the causes and implications of violent extremism among Filipino youth, explored how the internet is used as a platform for spreading extremist and radical ideas, and with a hope that they were now able to identify the fake news and responsible on their post in social media. They were able to discuss possible approaches for combating violent extremism; and actionable recommendations on how to engage youth in the prevention of violent extremism.



Upcoming Activities 

• ESD Youth Leadership Training in Mindanao and 
Visayas Regions 

• Seminar on Integrating Disaster Risk Reduction in 
Education to be held in Bicol, Philippines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESD Youth Leadership Training in Mindanao and Visayas Region and Seminar on Integrating Disaster Risk Reduction in Education to be held in Bicol, Philippines.  Bicol is one of the most prone disasters area in the Philippines because of its geological location.  Bicol is in the Southern part of Luzon and they have a total of 



Maraming Salamat! 
(Thank you very 

much!) 
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